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Abstract: Rechallenge is Too Dangerous
Drug rechallenge following drug-induced liver injury (DILI) is associated with up to 13% mortality in prospective studies.1
When compared to the initial liver injury, drug rechallenge injury occurs more rapidly (sometimes within hours),2 with
accompanying jaundice (64%), allergic/hypersensitivity features (39%), and/or hospitalization (52%).3 Hence, except for
critical treatments, drug rechallenge is seldom appropriate.4
Rechallenge clinical outcomes vary markedly by drug, from asymptomatic5 to fatal6 - suggesting that drug-specific factors
influence rechallenge injury. DILI results from cumulative oxidative stress, reactive metabolites, immune injury from
protein adducts, inflammation, impaired adaptation/regeneration, inhibited/disrupted transporters or drug metabolism,
mitochondrial dysfunction, and loss of ion gradients and ATP, resulting in apoptosis, necroptosis, or necrosis.7-9 Of these,
drugs inducing hepatocellular vulnerability through mitochondrial impairment (with weeks required to regenerate new
mitochondria for cellular energy) or immune injury (i.e. recurring upon re-exposure) may specifically increase the risk of
positive rechallenge.10
Preceding rechallenge, initial DILI may be complicated by chronic liver injury (17%)11 or Stevens-Johnson Syndrome/Toxic
Epidermal Necrolysis in up to 5% of patients, accompanied by 36% mortality.12 Further, drug-induced autoimmune
hepatitis may uncommonly afflict those subsequently exposed to a related or unrelated drug after initial DILI.13 These
data, combined with the sparse, yet concerning, drug rechallenge data, highlight the critical need for drug rechallenge
data. This data can be derived from clinical studies of cyclically administered drugs (e.g. oncology agents) or large
healthcare databases. Currently, drug rechallenge should generally be avoided, and considered only if the benefit
exceeds the risk.

